
Signature Topics 
Manage Your Digital Presence Effectively 
Discover the strategies and tools that empower small 
businesses to streamline their digital operations, reduce 
overwhelm, and seize control of their digital presence across 
multiple platforms.

Goal-Oriented Growth for Small Business Owners 
Dive into a mix of enduring growth strategies and AI tools, all 
tailored for entrepreneurs looking to create a personalized path 
to achieving their business objectives. 

Elevate Your Impact with Mastermind Groups 
Explore how mastermind groups equip small business owners 
and professionals with collaborative wisdom, accountability, 
and targeted support, guiding you to discover strategic insights 
and goal realization in your business journey.

To book Regina, contact her agency: Sandra Isaac

Sandra@JustInTimeSpeakers.com | 869.668.3538

Perfect speaker for  
“Goal Achievement” and  
“Digital Visibility” Presentations, 
Workshops, and Panel Discussions.

TIME MANAGEMENT and MARKETING MANAGEMENT ACE  
PUBLIC SPEAKER and WORKSHOP TRAINER

Regina GarayRegina Garay
Regina Garay is the founder of Right Brain Loves Left 
and an engaging public speaker and workshop trainer. 
Through her leadership of the GoalMinds Mastermind 
group and her extensive background in the profit and non-
profit sectors, Regina provides guidance, strategy, and 
support, empowering entrepreneurs to achieve their goals 
and significantly enhance their digital presence. Her role 
as a Marketing Mentor for the SCORE program further 
showcases her dedication to offering practical, impactful 
advice. Regina’s dynamic presentations deliver actionable 
insights, equipping attendees with the strategies and 
confidence needed to thrive in their business endeavors.

We hit the jackpot with you! Your 
delivery was incredibly engaging and 
really got them involved. I know you 
greatly impacted our attendees and 
will help them grow and develop skills 
and habits to better their businesses. 
We received a ton of positive feedback. 
Looking forward to the next time! 

IDAL CONVENTION 

“

Regina is the tech-savvy friend we all 
need. I continually enroll in her classes 
to get the latest updates, and she never 
disappoints. She’s well organized, 
generous with her knowledge, and 
engaging. Even if you only implement 
half the things you learn in her classes, 
you’ll be ahead of the curve. 

JULIE S., STUDENT

“


